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Flow and mixing in the small intestine are multi-scale processes. Flows at the scale of the villi (finger-like structures of ⇡500
µm length) are poorly understood. We developed a three-dimensional lattice-Boltzmann model to gain insight into the effects
of villous movements and the rheology of digesta on flow, mixing and absorption of nutrients at the periphery of the intestinal
lumen. Our model simulated the hydrodynamic consequences of villi movements that resulted from folding of the mucosa during
longitudinal contractions. We found that cyclic approximation and separation of groups of villi generated laminar eddies at the
edges of the group and augmented mass transfers in the radial direction between the inter-villous space and the intestinal lumen
which improved the absorption of nutrients and mixing at the periphery of the lumen. This augmentation was greater with highly
diffusible nutrients and with high levels of shear-thinning (pseudoplasticity) of the fluid. We compared our results with bulk
flows simulations done by previous workers and concluded that villous movements during longitudinal contractions is a major
radial mixing mechanism in the small intestine and increases mixing and absorption around the mucosa despite adverse rheology.

1 Introduction

Thorough mixing of enzymatic secretions with the contents of
the lumen is essential for their efficient interaction, generation
and absorption of nutrients at the mucosal surface of the small
intestine. The major constraints to such mixing are the high
viscosity and the non-Newtonian characteristics of the gastro-
intestinal content1 2 3 and the low velocity of their flow at the
boundaries of the lumen, which together result in very low
Reynolds numbers4. It is most likely that flows and transfers
in the lumen should limit biochemical reactions during food
digestion. Hence, it is essential to understand and model the
mixing strategies developed by the digestive tract5 in an en-
vironment that precludes the formation of turbulence and for
which the input of energy has to be minimal. Advances in high
fidelity quantification of intestinal motility6 7, the application
of chemical reactor theory8 9 10 to characterise mixing in ex-
vivo segments of the small intestine11 12 and the development
of realistic models of intestinal fluid dynamics4 13 14 15 16 17

have enabled the effects of radial and longitudinal contrac-
tile activity on bulk flows and mixing in the intestinal lumen
to be quantified5. Hence concerted circular and longitudinal
contractions (i.e. peristaltic contractions) have been shown
to both propel and mix the luminal content by generating ra-
dial and axial advective movements of digesta11 14 15 17 18. In
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contrast, longitudinal contractions6 13 were shown to generate
axial dispersion by the local stretching of the luminal contents
with minimal axial propulsion. The latter process accelerated
the diffusion of nutrients by shear dispersion whilst maximis-
ing residence time within the small intestine4 16. This process
would mimic mixing by a small number of continuous stirred
tank reactors in series12.

While it is generally accepted that such mixing strategies
occur on a macroscopic level, flow and mixing at a micro-
scopic level around the mucosa and villi, finger-like structures
of around 500 µm length, have not been rigorously studied,
chiefly as the movements and the biomechanics of the villi
have not, until recently, been quantified19 20 21. Due to ab-
sence of these knowledges, it was commonly assumed that
mass transfer at the periphery of the lumen was limited by
a near static layer of fluid, termed the unstirred water layer
(UWL), that was the rate-limiting step in absorption22 23. Var-
ious attempts to measure the thickness of the UWL lead to
the contradictory hypothesis that movements of villi may in-
fluence mucosal absorption by generating stirring24 25. The
mucosa could be responsible for peripheral mixing, instead
to be a resistance to absorption. More recently, generic two-
dimensional (2D) multi-scales models of flow in the gut26 and
the characterization of mixing in the ex-vivo proximal duo-
denum of the rat12 gave support to the hypothesis that mix-
ing at a microscopic scale in the periphery of the intestinal
lumen could occur by itself, and is not limited by an hypo-
thetic UWL, in contrast with industrial processes of transfer
for which the interfaces are not mechanically active27.

Recent observations of the biomechanical behaviour of the
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Fig. 1 Overview of the mechanism of formation of mucosal micro-folds during longitudinal muscular contractions (left and middle) and of
the simplified geometry used for the lattice-Boltzmann model (right). Contraction of the longitudinal muscle caused cyclic mucosal
micro-folding with approximation of villi in folds and separation on crests. The process of villus approximation in folds was represented in a
single three-dimensional model in which the villi were maintained in parallel and moved only in the longitudinal direction. Adapted from 19.

mucosa in ex-vivo everted segments of ileum of the possum19

have shown that short-lived radially disposed microfolds are
formed in the mucosa during longitudinal contractions (figure
1) and confirmed that the mucosa has an active role on flow
and mixing even at these microscopic scales. Further that the
cyclic folding of the mucosal layers caused villi to crowd to-
gether, alternately pumping fluid into and out from the inter-
villous spaces. Preliminary 2D simulations demonstrated that
these microfolds could generate peripheral stirring. Such a
hypothesis is also supported by recent findings that villi are
relatively rigid structures that cannot be deformed by physio-
logical flow21.

The objective of this study was to analyse and quantify
flow and mixing generated at the periphery of the small in-
testine during the formation of mucosal microfolds. We de-
velop a three-dimensional (3D) model for Newtonian and non-
Newtonian shear-thinning fluids (pseudo-plasticity) that fo-
cuses on the action of a one group of villi in a semi-infinite
space, independent of flow phenomena around the central lu-
men. The model was based on lattice-Boltzmann methods
(LBM) as these are particularly useful for modeling flow in
complex and moving geometries. As villus shapes vary be-
tween species and between different segments of the small in-
testine, as does solid volume content of digesta, mixing and
absorption were simulated for a number of different geomet-
rical configurations of villi and different degrees of shear-
thinning.

2 Methods

2.1 Microscale motility of the small intestinal mucosa

The formation of mucosal microfolds by the activity of longi-
tudinal musculature caused groups of villi, in areas between

X

Y

Z

Fig. 2 The different sets of morphologies and spatial dispositions of
villi that were used in the study: finger-like, aligned villi
configuration (top); finger-like, staggered villi configuration
(middle); and paddle-like, aligned villi configuration (bottom).

adjacent folds, to approximate and to separate during the
subsequent relaxation and contraction. Likewise contraction
caused the villi to separate on the tips of mucosal microfolds
and to approximate during subsequent relaxation19 (figure 1).
The three-dimensional (3D) model focused on a single group
of villi between adjacent folds. The component villi were as-
sumed to move only in the longitudinal direction. This sim-
plification preserved the main characteristics of villous move-
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ment, i.e. grouping and separation, and made the model com-
putationally tractable. The model focused on the effects of
villi movements on flow and mixing independently of exter-
nal flow phenomena in an unconfined configuration (i.e. no
effects of external boundaries).

The number of villi in the model was limited in the longi-
tudinal direction (i.e. X direction) and infinite in the radial
direction (i.e. through periodic boundary conditions in the Z
direction) (figure 2). The group of villi was enclosed in an in-
finite space in order to prevent any boundary effects influenc-
ing flow near the villi. The relative positions i.e. the spatial
dispositions of villi were simulated in aligned and staggered
configurations to reflect likely asymmetry in the placement of
villi on the mucosa (figure 2). The 3D profile of the villi was
modelled by a bi-dimensional fourth order polynomial func-
tion of 560 µm length and 160 µm base20 21. In order to take
into account the variety of shapes of small intestinal villi 28,
finger-like and paddle-like villi were modeled (figure 2). The
component villi were assumed to be rigid structures as the lim-
ited reports of intrinsic motility in villi 29 30 31 did not quantify
either their amplitude, frequency or direction and our recent
study shows that they can be considered as a rigid structure
under physiological flow21. The longitudinal velocity of indi-
vidual villi was calculated by the integration of the strain rate
ė (in s�1) in the longitudinal direction4. The cyclic variation
of the longitudinal strain rate ė (in s�1), i.e. the rate of local
lengthening (if ė 0) or shortening (if ė �0), was represented
by a sinusoidal function:

ė(t) = ėmax sin
✓

2p
T

t
◆

(1)

where ėmax is the amplitude (=0.02 s�1), t is the time (s) and
T the period of longitudinal activity (=6.66 s)4 19. Relaxation
and contraction of the longitudinal muscular element in the
model occurred at the time between 0 and T /2 and T /2 and T
respectively (figure 3).

2.2 Flows, rheology and mixing

Flow was modeled by the equation of mass and momentum
for incompressible laminar flows

∂ui

∂xi
= 0 (2)

r
✓

∂ui

∂ t
+u j

∂ui

∂x j

◆
=

∂ti j

∂x j
� ∂ p

∂xi
(3)

where i, j (=1,2,3), ui, r , t, xi, ti j and p are the indices of
the system of coordinates, the velocity, the density, the time,
the coordinate, the fluid stress tensor, and the pressure respec-
tively. The stress tensor is related to the rate of strain Si j

ti j = 2h(|ġ|)Si j (4)

For Newtonian fluids, we have h(|ġ|) = h0. For non-
Newtonian shear-thinning fluids, the variation of the viscosity
h (in Pa.s) with the shear rate |ġ| (in s�1) was modeled by the
truncated version of the Carreau law for shear-thinning fluids

h = h0

 
1+

|ġ|2

ġ2
c

! n�1
2

(5)

where h0 is the zero-shear viscosity, ġc a critical shear rate
beyond which the viscosity would decrease and n is the power-
law index of a value between 0 and 1 for shear-thinning fluids
(n =1 for Newtonian fluids). For value of ġc around 10, this
law is representative of biopolymers solutions as guar gum.
When ġc tends to 0, the fluid behaviour is pseudo-plastic and
representative of the rheological behaviour of the digesta in
various compartments of the gut1 2 3.

The mixing and absorption of nutrients of diffusivity D (in
m2/s) were modeled by the advection-diffusion equations

∂C
∂ t

+u—C = D—2C (6)

where C is the concentration and u the flow velocity. We as-
sumed that absorption was passive and not limited by epithe-
lial permeability, i.e. the tracer was instantaneously absorbed
when it reached the mucosa.

Relaxation (0<t<T/2)!

Contraction (T/2<t<T)!

Position of villi at t=0!

Position of villi at t=T/2!

x!
y!

z!

Fig. 3 Schema of computational simulation. A two dimensional
slice of the three dimensional modelling environment is shown with
the coarse and fine grid sizes used. The physical boundaries were
placed sufficiently far from the fine grids to study flow in an infinite
space. Periodic boundary conditions were used in the Z direction.

2.3 Lattice-Boltzmann methods

Flow and advection-diffusion equations were solved by LB
methods, which are capable of modeling flow with moving
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boundaries on a Cartesian mesh without the remeshing rou-
tines that are generally used with other numerical methods32.
A multi-grid strategy was developed to dismiss the influence
of the boundaries on the flow in the region around the group of
villi, i.e. to enable the villi to be modeled in an semi-infinite
space (figure 3).

The flow was solved via 3D incompressible Bhatnagar-
Gross-Krook D3Q19 LB methods33. We defined the nineteen
discrete velocities by

ea = (0,0,0) ,a = 0 (7)

ea = (±c,0,0) ,(0,±c,0) ,(0,0,±c) ,a = 1�6 (8)

ea = (±c,±c,0) ,(±c,0,±c) ,(0,±c,±c) ,a = 7�18 (9)

where c = dx/dt , dx and dt are the lattice grid spacing and
time step respectively (=1). The evolution equation of the
model was divided into two steps, the collision,

f̂a (x, t) =
1
t
⇥

fa (x, t)� f eq
a (x, t)

⇤
(10)

and the propagation,

fa (x+ ea dt , t +dt) = f̂a (11)

where fa is the density distribution function for particles
moving with velocity ea at position x and time t, t is the re-
laxation paramter, f̂ is the density distribution function after
collision and before propagation, f eq

a is the equilibrium distri-
bution function, and defined as

f eq
0 = 1� (1�w0)

p
c2

s
+ s0 (u) (12)

f eq
a = wa

p
c2

s
+ sa (u) ,a = 1�18 (13)

where u is the velocity, p is the pressure, sa (u) =

wa
h
3ea .u+4.5(ea .u)2 �1.5u2

i
, with the weight coefficient

w0 =1/3, w1�6 =1/18, w7�18 =1/36 and cs = c/
p

3 is the
speed of sound. The macroscopic flow velocity and pressure
are computed from the distribution functions,

u =
18

Â
a=1

ea fa , p =
c2

s
1�w0

"
18

Â
a=1

ea fa + s0 (u)

#
(14)

The dynamic viscosity is given by

h = c2
s (t �1/2)dt (15)

Shear-thinning effects were incorporated in the LB methods
by calculating the local viscosity according to the local shear
rate with the constitutive law of the fluid (equation 5), as usu-
ally done in LBM, see34 35 36 for details . The local shear rate

|ġ| is related to the second invariant of the rate-of-strain tensor
|ġ|=peab eab that was calculated locally at each node by

eab =� 1
2c2

s tdt

18

Â
i=0

eia eib
⇥

fi (x, t)� f eq
i (x, t)

⇤
(16)

The moving boundary conditions (imposed by the villi)
were calculated by a computationnaly efficient combination of
the bounce-back scheme32 and the transfer of momentum ex-
erted on the fluid by the moving wall of velocity uw (see37 38 39

for details) in the stair-case approximation

fā (xl , t +dt) = f̂a (xl , t)+6wa (ea .uw) (17)

where xl is fluid node such that xl + ea is a solid node, ā
is the opposite direction of a (i.e. ea =�eā ), the f̂ are taken
after collision and before propagation and f (., t +dt) will be
used at values after collision and after propagation. In the stair
case approximation, this scheme is first order since bounce-
back implies that the surface has been artificially placed mid
way between lattice nodes. Interpolation / extrapolation meth-
ods37 38 39 allow to take into account the exact position of the
boundary. These numerical schemes are second-order accu-
rate but more computationally intensive in 3D. Preliminary
tests showed that the first order scheme gave accurate results
compared to the second order schemes and was kept for fur-
ther simulations.

Null radial velocity components and pressures were im-
posed at the left and right of the model domain with the
method of Guo et al.40. No-slip boundary conditions were
imposed at the solid boundaries (figure 3). To simulate infi-
nite arrays of villi in the Z-dimension, a periodic boundary
condition was applied in this direction.

ADE were solved by one particular member of the family
of 3D advection-diffusion D3Q7 LBM described by Ginzburg
and called optimal advection41. Similarly, the algorithm is
given (for a = 0�6) as

ga (x+ ea dt , t +dt) = ga (x, t)+l
⇥
ga (x, t)�geq

a (x, t)
⇤

(18)

geq
a =C

✓
ta +

1
3

a(e)t(e)a +Eu
a +

1
2

ea .u
◆

(19)

C =
6

Â
a=0

ea ga (20)

where g is the density distribution function, C the concen-
tration, the collision eigenvalue l = �3 +

p
3, the weights

t0 = 1/3 and t1�6 = 1/6 , the basis vector t(e)0 = �3 and
t(e)1�6 = 1/2 and a velocity-dependent second-order correction
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to the diffusion tensor Eu
0 = �u2 and Eu

1�6 = 0.5(ea .u)2. Fi-
nally, a(e) is connected to the diffusion coefficient D via

a(e) =
2
p

3D
c2

s dt
�1 (21)

Instantaneous absorption by the villi was modeled via the
Dirichlet boundary conditions in the stair-case approximation.
Non-diffusive boundary conditions were used at the left and
right of the domain32.

The communication and reconstruction of information at
the grid transitions of the two grid sets of different sizes (be-
tween the coarse and fine grids) were done with the coupling
algorithms of Dupuis and Chopard42 and Stiebler et al. 43 for
the flow and the advection-diffusion respectively, see42 43 for
details.
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Fig. 4 Comparison of velocity profiles for a Poiseuille flow with
power-law fluids with exact analytical solutions. The coarse mesh is
on the left and the fine mesh on the right. Whatever the index n is
(diamond: n = 0.5, box : n = 0.7, circle : n =1), the numerical
solution is in good agreement with the analytical solution and the
velocity profile is continuous at the interface of the two grids.

These numerical methods were extensively validated in the
literature42 41 43 33. The validity of the final code was checked
using different benchmarks of similar flow problems. Firstly,
an unsteady flow problem was tested by comparing the nu-
merical solution with the analytical solution of the Womersley
flow44 on a domain of 30 x 30 x 30 with periodic boundary

conditions. The error E =
h
Â(u�uexact)

2 /Âu2
exact

i1/2
was

less than 3.10�3 for Womersley numbers of 5 and 1. Secondly,
the effects of non-Newtonian rheology and the accuracy of the
multi-grids algorithm was checked by the Poiseuille flow with
power law fluids. The mesh used was the same than the one
used for the applications with the villi. Figure 4 shows that the
numerical solutions were in good agreement with the analyti-
cal solutions on the fine and coarse grids and the velocity was
continuous at the interface of the two grids, whatever the value
of n was. Thirdly, the dispersion of a pulse, i.e. Taylor-Aris

disperion43, was used to validate the resolution of the ADE
. The numerical solution was in excellent agreement with the
analytical solution with and without advection (E  10�4).
These results lead us to have high confidence in our simula-
tions.

Preliminary simulations were done to fix the different nu-
merical parameters. The dimensions of the flow domain were
chosen such that flow near the villi was not influenced by the
boundary conditions at the top and the sides of the domain
(figure 5). The height and the width of the whole computa-
tional domain was 2 and 3.4 mm respectively. For the fine
grid, 53 nodes by millimeter were sufficient to obtain a high
degree of accuracy. The comparison of the flow generated by
groups of villi of different numbers has shown that five villi
for the aligned villi configuration and nine villi (5 villi in the
first row and 4 in the second) for the staggered configuration
of villi were suitable to obtain representative results. In ad-
dition, based on estimates conducted in prior work19, greater
numbers of villi would be more likely to extend onto the ad-
jacent crests of the microfolds. The code was implemented
with Matlab R2013a. For information, one single run required
about thirty hours of simulations with a processor 2.7 GHz
Intel Core i5.

Fig. 5 Instantaneous streamlines around a group of villi of
finger-like configuration during contraction or relaxation (t=T/2 or
T/4). The fluid is alternatively drawn into and pushed from the
inter-villous space. Laminar eddies are present at the edges of the
group of villi. The streamlines are qualitatively similar for a given
row of villi in each of the three villous configurations. See figure 2.
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Fig. 6 Velocity fields during the relaxation (t=T/4) in the mid-plane
(X,Y) of a row of villi with differing spatial dispositions and
morphologies: aligned finger-like villi (a) ; staggered finger-like villi
(b1 and b2); aligned paddle-like villi (c). See figure 2.

3 Results

3.1 Characterisation of flow around villi

The characteristics of three-dimensional flow around the villi
were similar regardless of the shape and the spatial disposi-
tion of the villi (figure 2). The streamlines moved cyclically
toward and away from the inter-villous space during the sep-
aration and the approximation of the villi respectively (figure
5). This action caused fluid to be drawn into the inter-villous
region during the relaxation period (i.e. between 0 and T /2)
and ejected from it during contraction (i.e. between T /2 and
T ). Such flow resulted in the replacement of the fluid in the
inter-villous space during each cycle of longitudinal contrac-
tile activity. There was only minor variation in the magnitude
of flow around the mid-plane of the row of villi among the
three configurations that were studied namely; aligned finger-
like villi, staggered finger-like villi and aligned paddle-like
villi (figure 6). The Newtonian and the zero-shear viscosity h0
had no impact on the flow: at the scale of the villi Reynolds
number Re = rėmaxd2/h0 are very low compared to the unity
(10�3), where r is the density (103 kg/m3) and d the diame-
ter of a villus (160 µm), despite the low viscosity of the fluid
around the villus (1.5 mPa.s)20.

Two counter-rotating eddies were formed at each side of
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Fig. 7 Effects of varying degrees of shear-thinning
(pseudoplasticity) on shear rate at time T /4 of the cycle with
finger-like aligned villi. The level of shear thinning influenced the
levels of shear rate mainly in the inter-villous space notably when
the critical shear rate ġc was lower than 0.1. a: Newtonian case, b:
n =0.6 and ġc=0.01, c: n =0.4 and ġc =0.01.

the row of villi. Their directions of rotation alternating over
the relaxation and contraction phases of the cycle of repeated
longitudinal contraction (figures 5, 6) and propagated in a di-
rection perpendicular to the row of villi (i.e. along the Z axis).
While the spatial disposition and the shape of the villi had only
a minor impact on the flow, we found that a shear-thinning
rheology in the fluid significantly altered the degree of shear
in the inter-villous space with respect to that with a Newto-
nian fluid. Further, the shear rate in the inter-villous space
increased when the index of the power-law was decreased (fig-
ure 7) but these effects operated only when the critical shear
rate (equation 5) was lower than 0.1, i.e. when the rheologi-
cal behavior of the fluid tended to be strongly pseudo-plastic.
Hence whilst the shear rate was about 0.5 s�1 in the inter-
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villous space with Newtonian fluids, it was increased by a fac-
tor of three when the values of ġc (0.01s�1) and n (0.4) were
low. Also, the shear rate was maximum at the tips of the villi
and did not propagated out of the inter-villous space.
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Fig. 8 Variation in the spatial disposition of molecular diffusive
probes with high (a, D = 3.10�9 m2/s) and low (b, D = 3.10�10

m2/s) rates of diffusion in the mid-plane of a group of aligned
finger-like villi during the course of a complete cycle of contractile
activity (T = 6.66s). The probes were instantaneously absorbed by
the villi. High values are red while low values are blue.

3.2 Absorption and mixing around villi

The flows generated by the approximation and separation of
villi had a significant impact on absorption and mixing. In a
situation where the concentration of nutrients in the flow do-
main was initially homogeneous (figure 8) nutrients were ab-

sorbed following the entry of nutrient-rich fluid into the inter-
villous space during relaxation phase and a volume of fluid
that was largely depleted of nutrients was ejected into the lu-
men during the contraction phase. For nutrients with high
rates of diffusion (D =3.10�9 m2/s, e.g. glucose), absorption
occurred predominantly at the tips of the villi, whereas for
nutrients with low rates of diffusion (D =3.10�10 m2/s, e.g.
biliary micelles), absorption took place over a greater propor-
tion of the long axes of the villi. For low rate of diffusion, the
gradient of concentration in the vertical direction has time to
develop before to be absorbed by the villi. These phenomena
were qualitatively independent of either the shape, the spatial
disposition of the villi or the rheology of the fluid. Hence local
micro-flows generated around villi by their horizontal move-
ment enabled rapid turnover of the fluid in the inter-villous
space, accelerating the process of absorption. This turnover
extended on about 200-400 µm above the tips of the villi (fig-
ure 8).

We also examined the effects of these local micro-flows
on an initially horizontal plane of a diffusive tracer (D =
3.10�10 m2/s) placed above the tips of the villi (figure 9,
t = 0). It is noteworthy that the maximum dispersion of
the diffusive tracer occurred in the inter-villous space (figure
9), where shear rates were the highest. Again the interposi-
tion of non-Newtonian rheology had a significant influence on
dispersion in the inter-villous space. Hence the fluid in the
inter-villous space was noticeably more dispersed with shear-
thinning (ġc = 0.01 s�1, n = 0.4) than with Newtonian fluids
(figure 9), due to the larger shear rates that developed with the
former (figure 7). The shear rate increase the local area be-
tween adjacent elements of fluids and so their inter-diffusion.
The maximal concentration of the diffusive tracer that was ob-
served in the inter-villous space (t = 3T /4) was 36% lower
with the shear-thinning fluid than with the Newtonian fluid.
The evolution of the absorbed mass during the cycle of con-
centration was also compared for the same situation (figure
10). Whatever the rheology of the fluids was, the movement
of the villi increased the mass absorbed of one order of mag-
nitude compared to the situation for which absorption was
driven only by diffusion (i.e. villi are static). Shear-thinning
behavior had significant effects when ġc � 0.1. As example,
the absorption was increased of about 10 % compared to the
Newtonian situation when n = 0.4 and ġc = 0.01 (figure 10).

4 Discussion and conclusion

The results of this study showed that the approximation and
subsequent separation of groups of villi, as observed during
the formation of mucosal microfolds by periodic longitudinal
contractions19, increased significantly mixing of digesta and
absorption of nutrients adjacent to the mucosa i.e. in the peri-
villous space. These conclusions are based on the outcomes
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Fig. 9 Displacement of a diffusive probe (D = 3.10�10 m2/s),
initially aligned in a horizontal plane, during a contraction and
relaxation cycle with finger-like aligned villi with (a) Newtonian and
(b) shear-thinning (n =0.4, ġc =0.01) fluids. Colour keys are the
concentration.

of a 3D fluid mechanical model that incorporated the mor-
phology, size and spacing of mucosal microfolds, that arise in
the ex-vivo everted mucosa of the ileum of the possum dur-
ing spontaneous longitudinal contractions19. It is noteworthy
that micro-mixing resulting from mucosal folding does not re-
quire any intrinsic activity of the villi although it is possible
that mixing may be augmented by intrinsic wavy or whip-like
motions of villi 29 30 31.

In effect, micro-folds are generated by differences in the in-
herent mechanical properties of the component layers of the
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Fig. 10 Relative mass of a diffusive probe (D = 3.10�10 m2/s,
initially aligned in a horizontal plane, see figure 9) absorbed by the
villi as a function of the time t/T with Newtonian and
shear-thinning fluids. The kinetics of absportion is also compared
with the case where the villi are static and the absorption is only
governed by diffusion (i.e. no flow conditions).

small intestine19 acting to augment mass transfer adjacent to
the mucosa by generating mixing despite the high viscosity of
the luminal content, and the low velocity of flow of digesta.
Two processes achieve this mixing: the cyclic transfer of the
fluid digesta between the inter-villous space and the periph-
ery of the lumen and the formation of eddies at the margins
of groups of villi (figure 5). The formation of such eddies
was also predicted by a 2D generic multi-scale small intesti-
nal flow model of Wang et al. 26, that incorporated inherent
contractile movements of groups of villi, albeit not based on
firm quantitative data. These workers found that such move-
ments induced vorticeal motions at the edges of each func-
tional group of villi that enhanced the macro-scale advective
flux26. The flow and mixing outcomes of the coupling of the
micro- and macro- scales flows looks so to be an important
feature of intestinal mixing. Our study focused on the role of
microfolds on flow and mixing independently of external flow
phenomena in an semi-infinite space. However, the interac-
tion between the different scales could impact mixing and ab-
sorption at the periphery and in the center of the lumen. The
second pattern of flow was the flow of digesta into and out
of the inter-villous spaces. Not only this pattern accelerates
the process of absorption by the periodic renewal of the fluid
in the inter-villous space, it also generates sufficiently large
amounts of shear that accelerates the dispersion of nutrients at
the periphery of the lumen.

The fact that the patterns and extent of mixing did not de-
pend upon the shape and the spatial disposition of the villi
suggest that no evolutionary modification of the geometry or
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the spatial disposition of villi can act to increase mixing or
mass transfers. The wide variation in the size and form of
villi that occurs between regions of the small intestine and be-
tween species is thus more likely to result from corresponding
differences in the rates of genesis and turnover of the compo-
nent cells, notably the rates of division of the germ cell layer
at the base and the loss of enterocytes from the villus tip, the
latter possibly exacerbated by a greater abrasion from a high
solid volume fraction of digesta or more abrasive particles in
the diet45.

The digesta is described as an heterogeneous concentrated
suspension1 2 3. During the process of digestion, this suspen-
sion is transformed and exhibits different rheological proper-
ties: Newtonian, shear-thinning, pseudo-plastic, yield stress,
etc. The influence of these rheological properties on the me-
chanics of mixing and more generally on the fluid mechanics
of the gastro-intestinal tract is an open question. Our results
show that peripheral mixing phenomena are more sensitive to
pseudoplasticity (figures 7, 9), than is mixing within the cen-
tral lumen of the small intestine4 19 15 16 because the levels of
shear generated in the center of the lumen in absence of mi-
crofolds formation are too small to unveil pseudo-plastic be-
haviour. Hence regardless of the type of contractile activity
that is taking place (peristalsis, segmentation, pendular ac-
tivity), the maximum shear rate generated within the lumen
of the small intestine is typically localised at the boundary
and no more than 0.5 s�1, as shown by previous numerical
simulations for Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids4 19 15 16.
Conversely our work showed that the shear rates in the inter-
villous space were almost an order of magnitude greater than
this for pseudo-plastic fluids (1-3 s�1). Moreover pseudo-
plasticity increases the degree of shear and dispersion in the
inter-villous space. Also, whilst longitudinal activity gener-
ates axial dispersion4 16, microfolds formation is a comple-
mentary mixing process that generate radial displacement of
the digesta. Compared to the situation where mixing is only
driven by diffusion, longitudinal activity increased dispersion
of nutrients by a factor 2 after 4 min of activity4, whereas villi
movements increased by an order of magnitude the mass ab-
sorbed of nutrients during one cycle of activity of 6 seconds. It
is important to note that this work considered the role of villi
movements on mixing and absorption for continuum media.
However the digesta is multiphase fluid whose the elements
can be of the same order of magnitude than the villi. For ex-
ample, questions are open concerning the role of microfolds
on the process of oil-water interface of dietary fat5.

Finally, we conclude that micro-folds formation is a major
mixing mechanism in the small intestine and has the ability
to augment mixing and absorption around the mucosa despite
adverse rheology.
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